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Abstract We introduce kProbLog as a declarative logical language for machine
learning. kProbLog is a simple algebraic extension of Prolog with facts and rules
annotated by semiring labels. It allows to elegantly combine algebraic expressions
with logic programs. We introduce the semantics of kProbLog, its inference algo-
rithm, its implementation and provide convergence guarantees.

We provide several code examples to illustrate its potential for a wide range of
machine learning techniques. In particular, we show the encodings of state-of-the-
art graph kernels such as Weisfeiler-Lehman graph kernels, propagation kernels
and an instance of Graph Invariant Kernels (GIKs), a recent framework for graph
kernels with continuous attributes. However, kProbLog is not limited to kernel
methods and it can concisely express declarative formulations of tensor-based al-
gorithms such as matrix factorization and energy-based models, and it can exploit
semirings of dual numbers to perform algorithmic differentiation. Furthermore,
experiments show that kProbLog is not only of theoretical interest, but can also
be applied to real-world datasets.

At the technical level, kProbLog extends aProbLog (an algebraic Prolog) by
allowing multiple semirings to coexist in a single program and by introducing
meta-functions for manipulating algebraic values.
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1 Introduction

The field of logical and relational learning has already a long tradition, cf. [50,
11, 43]. In the ’80s and ’90s, the goal of this field was to use purely logical and
relational representations within machine learning and in this way, provide more
expressive representations that allow complex datasets and background knowledge
to be represented. The key challenge at the time was to tightly integrate these
representations with symbolic machine learning methods that were then popular,
such as rule-learning and decision trees [54]. But the field of machine learning has
evolved and broadened; in the last two decades it has focused more on statistical
and probabilistic approaches, on kernel and support vector machines and on neu-
ral networks. These trends in machine learning have inspired logical and relational
learning researchers to extend their goals and to investigate how logical and re-
lational learning principles can be exploited within probabilistic methods, kernel
methods, and neural networks.

This is best illustrated by the success of statistical relational learning and prob-
abilistic programming [13, 27], which combine logical and relational learning and
programming with probabilistic graphical models. Today there exist many frame-
works and formalisms that tightly integrate these two paradigms; they support
probabilistic and logical inference as well as learning. Prominent examples include
PRISM [52], Dyna [19, 18], Markov Logic [49], BLOG [42], and ProbLog [12]. Sta-
tistical relational learning and probabilistic programming have enabled an entirely
new generation of applications.

While there has been a lot of research on integrating probabilistic and logic
reasoning, the combination of kernel-based methods with logic has been much
less investigated with the notable exceptions of kLog [22], kFOIL [39] and Gärtner
et al’s work [25, 26]. kLog is a relational language for specifying kernel-based learn-
ing problems. It produces a graph representation of a relational learning problem
in the spirit of knowledge-based model construction and then employs a graph
kernel on the resulting representation. kFOIL is a variation on the rule learner
FOIL [48] that can learn kernels defined as the number of clauses that succeed in
both interpretations. Gärtner et al developed kernels within a typed higher order
language and used it on some inductive logic programming benchmarks.

Also for what concerns neural networks, there is a stream of research work that
combines neural with logical and symbolic representations, which is often referred
to as neural-symbolic learning and reasoning [23, 24].

This research on probabilistic models, kernel-based methods and neural net-
works shows that it is important for logical and relational learning to integrate
its principles and techniques with those of other schools in machine learning. Fur-
thermore, the power of logical and relational learning is not only concerned with
the expressiveness of the logical and relational representations but also with their
declarativeness. Indeed, it has been repeatedly argued that logical and relational
learning allows one to declaratively specify and solve problems by specifying back-
ground knowledge and declarative bias [11, 43]. This property of logical and rela-
tional learning has turned out to be essential for many successes in applications
as making small changes to the background knowledge or bias allows one to easily
control the learning algorithm. While in the above mentioned probabilistic, kernel-
based and neural approaches to logical and relational learning, it is typically pos-
sible to tune the logical and relational part in a declarative way, the probabilistic,
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kernel or neural components are typically built-in and hardcoded into the under-
lying formalisms and are very hard to modify. For instance, kLog was designed
to allow different graph kernels to be plugged in, but support to declaratively
specify the kernel is missing. Standard probabilistic programming languages such
as PRISM and ProbLog have clear and fixed semantics (the distribution seman-
tics) that cannot be changed. These limitations have motivated the development
of algebraic logical languages such as Dyna [19, 18] and aProbLog [34]. While
standard probabilistic programming languages such as PRISM and ProbLog label
facts with probabilities, Dyna and aProbLog use algebraic labels belonging to a
semiring, which allows the use of other algebraic structures than the probabilistic
semi-ring on top of the underlying logic programs. Dyna has been used to encode
many AI problems, particularly in the area of natural language processing.

But so far, the expressiveness of these languages is still limited, which explains
why many contemporary machine learning techniques involving probabilistic mod-
els, kernels and support-vector machines or neural networks cannot yet be modeled
in these languages. Although Dyna and aProbLog have already been used to rep-
resent probabilistic models1, and the Dyna papers mention some simple neural
networks, there is — to the best of our knowledge — not yet work on using such
languages for kernel-based learning. It is precisely this gap that we want to fill in
this paper.

The key contribution of this paper is the introduction of kProbLog, an algebraic
extension of Prolog, which can be used to declaratively model a wide range of
problems and components from contemporary machine learning. More specifically,
we shall show that kProbLog enables the declarative specification of four types of
models that are central to machine learning today:

1. tensor-based operations: kProbLog allows to encode tensor operations in a way
that is reminiscent of tensor relational algebra [33]. kProbLog supports recur-
sion and is therefore more expressive than tensor relational algebra and related
representations that have been proposed for relational learning [45].

2. a wide family of kernel functions: Declarative programming of kernels on struc-
tured data can be achieved via algebraic labels in the semiring of polynomials.
Polynomials were previously used in combination with logic programming for
sensitivity analysis by Kimmig et al (2011) and for data provenance by Green
et al (2007). In this paper, we show that polynomials as kProbLog’s alge-
braic labels enable the specification of label propagation and feature extrac-
tion schemas as those used in recent graph kernels such as Weisfeiler-Lehman
(WL) graph kernels [53], propagation kernels [44] and graph kernels with con-
tinuous attributes such as graph invariant kernels [47]. Other graph kernels
such as those based on random walks [31, 41] can be also easily declared in our
language.

3. probabilistic programs: kProbLog is, as we show in Section 6, a generalization
of the ProbLog probabilistic programming language.

4. algorithmic differentiation: kProbLog supports algorithmic differentiation by
means of dual numbers [16]. Many learning strategies (ranging from collabora-
tive filtering to neural networks and deep learning) that combine tensor-based

1 Dyna does not handle the disjoint-sum problem; a more detailed explanation about rea-
soning about possible worlds and the disjoint-sum can be found in Section 6.
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operations with gradient descent parameter tuning can therefore be imple-
mented within the language.

The ability to define tensors, kernels, probabilistic models and support algo-
rithmic differentiation are essential to contemporary machine learning. By sup-
porting declarative modeling of such techniques in a relational setting, kProbLog
contributes towards briding the gap between logical and relational learning and
contemporary machine learning. We also provide an implementation of kProbLog
and show using a number of experiments that it can be applied in practice, espe-
cially for prototyping.

At the more technical level, the key novelty of kProbLog as compared to Dyna
and aProbLog is the introduction of two simple yet powerful mechanisms: the
coexistence of multiple semirings within the same program, and the use of meta-
functions for combining and manipulating algebraic values beyond simple “sum”
and “product” operations. This allows to use kProbLog for declaratively speci-
fying not only the logical component but also the algebraic one. The underlying
idea being that the logic captures the structural aspect of the problem while the
atom labels capture the algebraic aspect (including counts of substructures). We
shall formally define the underlying semantics, provide an implementation of the
language and prove its convergence properties.

The paper is organized as follows. First, we provide some basic notion of algebra
and logic programming in Section 2. We then introduce kProbLog in Section 3,
first giving a simplified version of the language based on a single semiring and then
describing the full kProbLog language with multiple semirings and meta-functions.
Section 3 also illustrates the relationship with tensor algebra. In Section 4 we then
explain how kProbLog can be used to declaratively specify some complex state-
of-the-art graph kernels, Section 5 shows that it is possible to perform algorithmic
differentiation in kProbLog, while Section 6 shows that kProbLog is a proper
generalization of ProbLog and hence, can be used as a probabilistic programming
language. The work on kProbLog is then evaluated in Section 7: we show that
kProbLog is expressive enough to allow for encoding kernels for some real world
application domains and that the implementation is usable in that we obtain good
statistical performance and runtimes on some benchmarks. Finally, in Section 8,
we offer a comparative analysis of kProbLog and related languages, and draw some
conclusions in Section 9.

2 Background

In this section, we provide some basic notions about algebra and logic program-
ming.

2.1 Algebra

We now review some mathematical definitions.

Definition 1 A monoid is an algebraic structure (S, ·, e), where S is a set and
· : S× S→ S is a binary operation, e ∈ S is the neutral element and the following
properties are satisfied:
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1. associativity ∀a, b, c ∈ S (a · b) · c = a · (b · c).
2. neutral element ∃e : ∀s ∈ S : e · a = a · e = a.

A monoid is called commutative if ∀a, b ∈ S : a · b = b · a.

Definition 2 A semiring is an algebraic structure S = (S,⊕,⊗, 0S , 1S) which
satisfies the following properties:

1. (S,⊕, 0S) is a commutative monoid,
2. (S,⊗, 1S) is a monoid,
3. distributive multiplication left and right distributes over addition i.e. a⊗ (b⊕
c) = (a⊗ b)⊕ (a⊗ c) and (a⊕ b)⊗ c = (a⊗ c)⊕ (b⊗ c).

4. annihilating element the neutral element of the sum 0s is the annihilating
element of multiplication: 0s ⊗ a = a⊗ 0s = 0s.

A semiring is commutative if ∀a, b ∈ S a⊗b = b⊗a (i.e. (S,⊗, 1S) is a commutative
monoid).

Definition 3 A semiring S = (S,⊕,⊗, 0S , 1S) is complete if it is possible to define
sums for all families (ai|i ∈ I) of elements of S where I is an arbitrary index set,
such that the following conditions are satisfied [15]:

1.
⊕
i∈∅ ai = 0S ,

⊕
i∈{j} ai = aj ,

⊕
i∈{j,k} ai = aj ⊕ ak for j 6= k.

2.
⊕
j∈J (

⊕
i∈Ij ai) =

⊕
i∈I ai for

⋃
j∈J Ij = I and Ij ∩ Ik = ∅, j 6= k.

3.
⊕
i∈I (c⊗ ai) = c⊗

(⊕
i∈I ai

)
,
⊕
i∈I (ai ⊗ c) =

(⊕
i∈I ai

)
⊗ c.

These properties of a complete semiring S define infinite sums that extend finite
sums, are associative and commutative, and satisfy the distributive law [15].

Definition 4 A semiring (S,⊕,⊗, 0S , 1S) is naturally ordered if the set S is par-
tially ordered by the relation v such that ∀a, b ∈ S : a v b if ∃c ∈ S : a ⊕ c = b.
The partial order relation v on A is called natural order [38].

Definition 5 A semiring (S,⊕,⊗, 0S , 1S) is ω-continuous when: a) is complete b)
is naturally ordered c) if

⊕n
i=1 ai v c ∀n ∈ N then

⊕
i∈N ai v c for all sequences

{an}i∈N in S and c ∈ S.

2.2 Logic programming

A term t is recursively defined as a constant c, a logical variable X or a func-
tor f applied on terms t_i, yielding f(t_1,...,t_n). An atom takes the form
p(t_1,...,t_m) where p is a predicate of arity m and t_1,...,t_n are terms.
A definite clause h :- b_1,...,b_n is a universally quantified expression where
b_1, . . . , b_n and h are atoms. The atom h is called head of the clause while
b_1,...,b_n is called body. The head h of the clause is true whenever all the
atoms b_1,...,b_n in its body are true. A fact is a clause h :- true whose body
is true and can be compactly written as h. A definite clause program P is a finite
set of definite clauses, also called rules. An expression that does not contain vari-
ables is called ground. A Herbrand base A is the set of all the ground atoms that
can be constructed from constants, functors and predicates in a definite clause
program P . A Herbrand interpretation I of P is a truth value assignment to all
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the atoms a ∈ A and it is often written as the subset of true atoms. A Herbrand in-
terpretation that satisfies all the rules in the program P is called Herbrand model.
The model theoretic semantics of a definite clause program is given by its least
Herbrand model, that is, the set of all ground atoms a ∈ A that are entailed by the
logic program P . Logical inference is the task of determining whether a query atom
a, is entailed by a given logic program P . The two most common approaches to
logical inference are backward reasoning and forward reasoning. The former starts
from the query and reasons back tower the facts [46] and it is usually implemented
in logic programming by SLD-resolution, while the latter starts from the facts and
derives new true atoms using the immediate consequence operator TP [20].

Definition 6 Let P be a ground definite clause program. The TP -operator is a
function that maps a Herbrand interpretation I to another Herbrand interpretation
TP (I) as follows:

TP (I) = {h|h : −b1, ..., bn ∈ P and {b1, . . . , bn} ⊆ I} (1)

The least Herbrand model of a program P is the least fixed point of the TP -
operator, i.e. the least set of atoms I such that TP (I) = I.

3 The kProbLog language

We introduce kProbLog in three different steps. In the first subsection, we assume
that a single semiring is used; in the second subsection we introduce meta-functions
and allow for multiple semirings; in the third, we present the inference algorithm
of kProbLog, and analyze its convergence in the fourth subsection.

3.1 kProbLogS

kProbLogS is an algebraic extension of Prolog with labeled facts and rules, where
labels are chosen from a semiring S.

Definition 7 A kProbLogS program P is a 4-tuple (F,R, S, `) where:

– F is a finite set of facts;
– R is a finite set of definite clauses (also called rules);
– S is a semiring with sum ⊕ and product ⊗ operations; whose neutral elements

are 0S and 1S respectively;
– ` : F → S is a function that maps facts to semiring values.

Definition 8 An algebraic interpretation Iw = (I, w) of a ground kProbLogS

program P with facts F and atoms A is a set of tuples (a,w(a)) where a is an
atom in the Herbrand base A and w(a) is an algebraic formula over the fact labels
{`(f)|f ∈ F}. We use the symbol ∅ to denote the empty algebraic interpretation,
i.e. {(true, 1S)} ∪ {(a, 0S)|a ∈ A}.

In this definition and below we adapt the notation of Vlasselaer et al (2015).
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Definition 9 Let P be a ground algebraic logic program with algebraic facts F
and Herbrand base A. Let Iw = (I, w) be an algebraic interpretation with pairs
(a,w(a)). Then the T(P,S)-operator is T(P,S)(Iw) = {(a,w′(a))|a ∈ A} where:

w′(a) =





`(a) if a ∈ F
⊕

{b1,...,bn}⊆I
a:−b1,...,bn

n⊗

i=1

w(bi) if a ∈ A \ F . (2)

Example 1 use of the algebraic TP -operator.

kProbLogS algebraic
TP -operator

numerical example

a :- a, b.

a :- c.

w(a)⊗ w(b)
⊕
w(c)

0.5× 0.3
+
0.9

w(a) = 0.5

w(b) = 0.3

w(c) = 0.9

The least fixed point can be computed using a semi-naive evaluation. When the
semiring is non-commutative the product ⊗ of the weights w(bi) must be computed
in the same order that they appear in the rule. kProbLogS can represent matrices
that in principle can have infinite size and can be indexed by using elements of
the Herbrand universe of the program. We now show some elementary kProbLogS

programs that specify matrix operations:

algebra kProbLogS numerical example

matrix
A

A
1::a(0, 0).
2::a(0, 1).
3::a(1, 1).

[ 1 2
0 3 ]

matrix
B

B

2::b(0, 0).
1::b(0, 1).
5::b(1, 0).
1::b(1, 1).

[ 2 1
5 1 ]

matrix
transpose

At c(I, J) :- a(J, I). [ 1 2
0 3 ]t = [ 1 0

2 3 ]

matrix
sum

A+B
c(I, J) :- a(I, J).
c(I, J) :- b(I, J). [ 1 2

0 3 ] + [ 2 1
5 1 ] = [ 3 3

5 4 ]

matrix
product

AB
c(I, J) :-

a(I, K), b(K, J). [ 1 2
0 3 ] [ 2 1

5 1 ] = [ 12 3
15 3 ]

Hadamard
product

A�B c(I, J) :-
a(I, J), b(I, J). [ 1 2

0 3 ]� [ 2 1
5 1 ] = [ 2 2

0 3 ]

Kronecker
product

kron(A,B)
c(i(Ia, Ib), j(Ja, Jb)):-

a(Ia , Ja), b(Ib , Jb). [ 1 2
0 3 ]⊗ [ 2 1

5 1 ] =

[
2 1 4 2
5 1 10 2
0 0 6 3
0 0 15 3

]

The compound terms2 i/2 and j/2, were used to create the new indices that
are needed by the Kronecker product. These definitions of matrix operations are
reminiscent of tensor relational algebra [33]. Each of the above programs can be
evaluated by applying the T(P,S)(Iw) operator only once. For each program we
have a different definition of the C matrix that is represented by the predicate

2 We use the notation functor/arity for compound terms.
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c/2. As a consequence of Equation 2 all the algebraic labels of the c/2 facts
are polynomials in the algebraic labels of the a/2 and b/2 facts. We draw an
analogy between the representation of a sparse tensor in coordinate format and
the representation of an algebraic interpretation. A ground fact can be regarded
as a tuple of indices/domain elements that uniquely identifies the cell of a tensor,
the algebraic label of the fact represents the value stored in the cell.

Definition 10 An algebraic interpretation Iw = (I, w) is the fixed point of the
T(P,S)(Iw)-operator if and only if for all a ∈ A, w(a) ≡ w′(a), where w(a) and
w′(a) are algebraic formulae for a in Iw and T(P,S)(Iw) respectively.

We denote with T i(P,S) the function composition of T(P,S) with itself i times.

Proposition 1 (application of Kleene’s theorem) If S is an ω-continuous
semiring the algebraic system of fixed-point equations Iw = T(P,S)(Iw) admits a
unique least solution T∞(P,S)(∅) with respect to the partial order v and T∞(P,S)(∅) is

the supremum of the sequence T 1
(P,S)(∅), T

2
(P,S)(∅), . . . , T

i
(P,S)(∅). So T∞(P,S)(∅) can

be approximated by computing successive elements of the sequence. If the semiring
satisfies the ascending chain property (see [21] ) then T∞(P,S)(∅) = T i(P,S)(∅) for
some i ≥ 0 and T∞(P,S)(∅) can be computed exactly [21].

Examples of ω-continuous semirings are the Boolean semiring ({T,F}, ∨, ∧, F, T),
the tropical semiring (N ∪ {∞},min,+,∞, 0) and the fuzzy semiring
([0, 1],max,min, 0, 1) [29].

Example 2 In this example, we show that some classic graph-theoretical algo-
rithms can be described very concisely in kProbLogS. For this purpose, let us
consider the following program:

1:: edge(a, b).
3:: edge(b, c).
7:: edge(a, c).

path(X, Y):-
edge(X, Y).

path(X, Y):-
edge(X, Z), path(Z, Y).

Assuming that S is the Boolean semiring and that all the algebraic labels that
are different from 0S correspond to true∈ S, we obtain the Warshall algorithm for
the transitive closure of a binary relation. If S is the tropical semiring, we obtain a
specification of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm for all-pair shortest paths on graphs.

3.2 kProbLog

kProbLog generalizes kProbLogS in two ways: it allows multiple semirings to co-
exist in the same program, and it enriches the algebraic expressivity by means of
meta-functions and meta-clauses.

Every algebraic predicate in a kProbLog program needs to be associated with
its own semiring S via the built-in predicate declare(P, S) where P is either a
predicate (written in the form name/arity) or a list of predicates and S specifies
a member of the kProbLog semiring library3. For example, the directive

3 The library contains can be extended with the Python language.
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:- declare(vertex/2, polynomial(real )).

is used to associate vertex/2 with the semiring of polynomials over real numbers.

Definition 11 (meta-function) A meta-function m: S1 × . . . × Sk 7→ S′ is a
function that maps k semiring values xi ∈ Si, i = 1, . . . , k to a value of type S′,
where S1, . . . , Sk and S′ can be distinct sets. If a_1,...,a_k are algebraic atoms,
in kProbLog we use the syntax @m[a_1,...,a_k] to express the application of
meta-function @m to the values w(a_1), ..., w(a_k) of the atoms a_1,...,a_k.

Definition 12 (meta-clause) A meta-clause h :- b_1,...,b_n is a universally
quantified expression where h is an atom and b_1,...,b_n can be either atoms or
meta-functions applied to other algebraic atoms. The head predicate of a meta-
clause, the algebraic atoms in the body, and the return types of the meta-functions
in the body must all belong to the same semiring.

The introduction of meta-functions in kProbLog allows us to deal with other alge-
braic structures such as rings that require the additive inverse @minus/1 and fields
that require the additive inverse and the multiplicative inverse @inv/1.

Definition 13 (kProbLog program) A kProbLog program P is a union of
kProbLogSi programs and meta-clauses.

3.2.1 kProbLog TP -operator with meta-functions

The algebraic TP -operator of kProbLog is defined on the meta-transformed pro-
gram.

Definition 14 (meta-transformed program) A meta-transformed kProbLog
program is a kProbLog program in which all the meta-functions are expanded to
algebraic atoms. For each rule h :- b_1,...,@m[a_1,...,a_k],...,b_n in the
program P each meta-function @m[a_1,...,a_k] is replaced by an atom b’ and a
meta-clause b’:-@m[a_1,...,a_k] is added to the program P .

Definition 15 (algebraic TP -operator with meta-functions) Let P be a
meta-transformed kProbLog program with facts F and atoms A. Let Iw = (I, w)
be an algebraic interpretation with pairs (a,w(a)). Then the TP -operator is TP (Iw) =
{(a,w′(a))|a ∈ A} where:

w′(a) =





`(a) if a ∈ F
⊕

{b1,...,bn}⊆I
a:−b1,...,bn

n⊗

i=1

w(bi)⊕
⊕

{b1,...,bk}⊆I
a:−@m[b1,...,bk]

m(w(b1), . . . , w(bk)) if a ∈ A \ F . (3)

Example 3 of the algebraic TP -operator with meta-functions.

kProbLog algebraic
TP -operator

numerical example

a :- a, b.

a :- @sin[c].

w(a)⊗ w(b)
⊕

sin(w(c))

0.5× 0.3
+

0.78...

w(a) = 0.5

w(b) = 0.3

w(c) = 0.9

Where we used the identity sin(0.9) = 0.78 . . .
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3.2.2 Recursive kProbLog program with meta-functions

Recursion is a basic tool in logic programming. For our purposes, it is necessary
in most useful computations on structured data such as shortest paths (see Ex-
ample 2), or random walk graph kernels (See Section 4.4.3). Weights need to be
updated whenever the groundings of a predicate appear in the cycles of the ground
program.

Definition 16 A ground program P is cyclic if it contains a cycle. A cycle is a
sequence of rules r1, . . . , rn such that the head of ri is contained in the body of
ri−1 for i = 2, . . . ,m and the head of r1 is contained in rm. A ground rule that is
contained in a cycle is called cyclic rule, otherwise it is called acyclic rule

kProbLog allows both additive and destructive updates, as specified by the
built-in predicate declare(P, S, U) where U can be either additive or destructive.

Definition 17 Additive and destructive updates.
If r1, . . . , rn are all ground cyclic rules with head h, the value of the weight

update value ∆w(h) is computed as:

∆w(h) =
n⊕

i=1

TP (ri). (4)

According to the declaration of the predicate of atom h the update will be either

– additive w(h) = w(h)⊕∆w(h) or
– destructive w(h) = ∆w(h).

The distinction between additive and destructive is only relevant for cyclic
rules. In Section 3.3 we give the evaluation algorithm of kProbLog which uses this
kind of update when necessary.

Programs such as the transitive closure of a binary relation (see Example 2) or
the compilation of ProbLog programs with sentential decision diagrams (SDD) [8]
require additive updates (see Section 6). Destructive updates are necessary to
specify iterated function composition, as shown in the next example.

Example 4 Suppose we wish to compute

lim
n→+∞

gn(x0)

where g ≡ x(1− x) and

gn ≡
{
g◦gn−1 if n>0

g if n=0.
(5)

The value gn(x0) can be obtained in kProbLog as follows:

:- declare(x, real , destructive ).
:- declare(x0, real).
0.5::x0.
x :- x0.
x :- @g[x].

The above program has the following behavior: the weight w(x) of x is initialized to
w(x0) = 0.5 and then updated at each step according to the rule w′(x) = g(w(x))
(destructive update). An additive update w′(x) = w(x) + g(w(x)) would have
produced an incorrect result in this case.
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3.2.3 The Jacobi method

We already showed that kProbLog can express linear algebra operations. We now
combine recursion and meta-functions in an algebraic program that specifies the
Jacobi method [28], an iterative algorithm used for solving diagonally dominant
systems of linear equations Ax = b.

We consider the field of real numbers R (i.e. kProbLogR) as semiring together
with the meta-functions @minus and @inv that provide the inverse element of sum
and product respectively.

The A matrix must be split according to the Jacobi method:

D = diag(A) d(I, I) :- a(I, I).

R = A−D r(I, J) :- a(I, J), I \= J.

The solution x∗ of Ax = b is computed iteratively by finding the fixed point of
x = D−1(b − Rx). We call E the inverse of D. Since D is diagonal also E is a
diagonal matrix:

eii =inv(dii) = 1
dii

e(I, I) :- @inv[d(I, I)].

and the iterative step can be rewritten as x = E(b−Rx).
Making the summations explicit we can write:

xi =
∑

k

eik

(
bk −

∑

l

rklxl

)
(6)

then we can extrapolate the term
∑

l

rklxl turning it into the auxk definition:

xi =
∑
k

eik (bk − auxk)

auxk =
∑
l

rklxl

:- declare(x/1, real , destructive ).
:- declare(aux/1, real , destructive ).
x(I) :-

e(I, K), @subtraction[b(K), aux(K)].

aux(K) :-
r(K, L), x(L).

where @subtraction/2 represents the subtraction between real numbers, x/1 and
aux/1 are mutually recursive predicates. Because x/1 needs to be initialized (per-
haps at random) we also need the clause:

xi = initi x(I) :- init(I).

where init/1 is a unary predicate. This example also shows that kProbLog is
more expressive than tensor relational algebra because it supports recursion.

The introduction of meta-functions makes the result of the evaluation of a
kProbLog program dependent on the order in which rules and meta-clauses are
evaluated. For this reason we explain the order adopted by the kProbLog language.

3.3 kProbLog implementation

Pseudo-code for the interpreter is given in Algorithm 1. A kProbLog program P
is first grounded to a kProbLog program by the procedure Ground and is then
evaluated by partitioning Ground(P ) into a topologically ordered sequence of
strata P1, . . . , Pn such that
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– every stratum Pi is a set of ground atoms which is both is maximal and strongly
connected (i.e. each ground atom in Pi depends on every other ground atom
in Pi);

– a ground atom in an acyclic stratum Pi can only depend4 on the ground atoms
from the previous strata

⋃
j<i Pj ;

– an ground atom in a cyclic stratum can depend on the ground atoms in
⋃
j≤i Pj .

Program evaluation starts by initializing the weight w(a) of each ground atom
a ∈ Ground(P ) to 0S , where S is the semiring of the atom. The strata are then
visited in topological order and the weights are updated as follows: if the stratum
Pi is acyclic, then the algebraic TP -operator is applied only once per atom; if Pi
is cyclic then the algebraic TP -operator is first applied to the acyclic rules and
meta-clauses and then, repeatedly until convergence, to the cyclic rules and meta-
clauses. The procedure TpOperator takes as input a rule and the atom weights
w and returns an algebraic value derived from the application of the algebraic
TP -operator.

The update for a weight w(a) of a cyclic atom a is computed by accumulating
the result of the application of the TP -operator to all the cyclic rules with head a.
The new weight is then computed as w(a) = w(a) +∆w(a) (additive updates) or
w(a) = ∆w(a) (destructive updates).

If Pi is a cyclic stratum, then it is the responsibility of the programmer to
ensure convergence of the algebraic TP -operator. Nevertheless if the Pi is a cyclic
stratum in which only rules are cyclic then all the atoms in Pi are on the same
semiring5 S and so Pi has the same convergence properties of a kProbLogS program
(see Theorem 2 on page 14). Whenever we apply the algebraic TP -operator we use
the Jacobi evaluation. Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel evaluations are two alternatives to
perform naive evaluation of Datalog programs and are also well known in numerical
analysis [5]. We choose Jacobi over Gauss-Seidel evaluation because the former
produces side effects on the algebraic weighs w only after (and not during) the
computation of the algebraic TP -operator. In this way the execution of the program
is not affected by the order in which rules and meta-clauses are evaluated.

This program evaluation procedure is an adaptation the work of Whaley et al
(2005) on Datalog and binary decision diagrams. kProbLog was implemented in
Python 3.5 using Gringo 4.56 as grounder. The source code of our kProbLog
implementation is available at https://github.com/orsinif/kProbLogDSL.

Example 4 (continued) Evaluation of a cyclic program. The cyclic program P in
Section 3.2.2 is already ground and contains two ground atoms x0 and x. The
ground atoms x0 and x correspond to two nodes in the dependency graph, while
x0 is a fact and does not have incoming arcs, x has two dependencies/incoming
arcs which are x0 and itself. As shown in Figure 1 P is then subdivided in two
strata P1 and P2: P1 contains x0 and is acyclic, P2 contains x and is cyclic.

The algebraic TP -operator is applied only once for acyclic rules and multiple
times, until convergence, for cyclic rules (i.e. x:- @g[x].)

4 We say that an atom a directly depends on an atom b if a is the head of a rule or a meta-
clause and b is a body literal or an argument of a meta-function in the meta clause. We say
that an atom a depends on an atom b either if a directly depends on b or there is an atom c
such that a directly depends on c and c depends on b.

5 Atoms of distinct semirings cannot be mutually dependent without using meta-clauses.
6 https://potassco.org
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for the kProbLog evaluation procedure.

kProbLog(P )

1 F = Facts(P )
2 for f ∈ F
3 w(f) = `(f)
4 [P1, . . . , Pn] = TopSort(GetStrata(Ground(P )))
5 for i = 1, . . . , n
6 for a ∈ Pi \ F
7 w(a) = 0s
8 wold = w
9 ACYCLIC = AcyclicRules(Pi)

10 CYCLIC = CyclicRules(Pi)
11 for rule ∈ ACYCLIC
12 h = Head(rule)
13 w(h) = wold (h)⊕ TpOperator(rule, wold )
14 repeat
15 wold = w
16 for rule ∈ CYCLIC
17 ∆w(Head(rule)) = 0s
18 for rule ∈ CYCLIC
19 h = Head(rule)
20 ∆w(h) = ∆w(h)⊕ TpOperator(rule, wold )
21 for rule ∈ CYCLIC
22 if rule is additive
23 w(Head(rule)) = wold(Head(rule))⊕∆w(Head(rule))
24 else // rule is destructive
25 w(Head(rule)) = ∆w(Head(rule))
26 until wold = w

Fig. 1 Cyclic program of Example 4: dependency graph with stratification and corresponding
weight updates.

P1 0.5::x0.

P2 x :- x0.

x :- @g[x].

w(x0) = 0.5

w(x) = w(x0)

repeat

wold = w

�w(x) = g(wold(x))

// destructive update

w(x) = � w(x)

until w(x) = wold(x)

3.4 Convergence analysis of the kProbLog interpreter

In order to analyze the convergence of the kProbLog interpreter on a kProbLog
program P , we assume that all the meta-functions in P terminate and that the
finite support condition [51] holds.

The finite support condition is commonly used in probabilistic logic program-
ming and ensures that the Ground procedure outputs a finite ground program.

The convergence properties of kProbLog are characterized by the following
theorems.
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Theorem 1 (Convergence of acyclic kProbLog programs) The evaluation
of an acyclic kProbLog program P invokes the algebraic TP -operator exactly once
for each ground rule in Ground(P ) and terminates.

Theorem 2 (Convergence of kProbLog programs) The evaluation of a
kProbLog program is guaranteed to terminate only if all the cyclic strata are
kProbLogSi programs where Si are ω-continuous semirings.

The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are reported in Appendix Section A.
Theorem 1 can be used to prove the convergence of the elementary programs

that specify matrix operations in Section 3.1 and the convergence of the WL
algorithm that we shall se in Section 4.2. Theorem 2 ensures the convergence of
the cyclic program in Example 2 when an ω-continuous semiring is used for the
algebraic labels, but not the convergence of the program in Example 4. While the
cyclic program in Example 4 actually converges, this property cannot be entailed
from Theorem 2. Indeed the program in Example 4 has a cyclic stratum P2 (see
Figure 1) involving a meta-function (i.e. @g). Stratum P2 is not a kProbLogS

program because kProbLogS programs do not admit meta-functions and for this
reason we cannot apply Theorem 2 to Example 4.

kProbLog programs whose strata are either acyclic programs or cyclic programs
on ω-continuous semirings are guaranteed to converge and it is possible to verify
that these conditions are met at runtime. However, since kProbLog is an extension
of Prolog, which is a Turing-complete language we choose to allow meta-functions
and non-ω-continuous semirings in cyclic strata. In this way we do not restrict the
expressivity of the language.

4 Kernel programming

We now show that kProbLog can be used to declaratively encode state-of-the-art
graph kernels. But before doing so, we introduce the semiring S[x] that can be
used for feature extraction.

4.1 kProbLogS[x]: polynomials for feature extraction

kProbLogS[x] labels facts and rule heads with polynomials over the semiring S.
kProbLogS[x] is a particular case of kProbLogS because polynomials over semirings
are semirings in which addition and multiplication are defined as usual.

While polynomials have been used in combination with logic programming for
provenance [29] and sensitivity analysis [34], we use multivariate polynomials to
represent the explicit feature map of a graph kernel.

Definition 18 (Multivariate polynomials over commutative semirings)
A multivariate polynomial P ∈ S[x] can be expressed as:

P(x) =
n⊕

i=1

cix
ei =

n⊕

i=1

ci ⊗
⊗

t∈T
xeitt (7)

where ci ∈ S are the coefficients of the ith monomial and x, e are vectors of
variables and exponents respectively. The vector x is indexed by ground terms
t ∈ T .
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M

2 ⇤ xsky+
2 ⇤ xcyan+

xorange

2 ⇤ xmagenta 2 ⇤ xorange@id

1 ⇤ xcyan
1 ⇤ xmagenta+

1 ⇤ xgreen
@id

1 ⇤ xmagenta 1 ⇤ xsky@id

2 ⇤ xgray 1 ⇤ xmagenta@id

1 ⇤ xgray 1 ⇤ xgreen@id

1 ⇤ xmagenta+
1 ⇤ xgreen

2 ⇤ xmagenta

@dot 1 x 0 + 1 x 2 = 2

a) b)

c)

2 ⇤ xgreen+
3 ⇤ xmagenta

2 ⇤ xgreen+
3 ⇤ xmagenta+
2 ⇤ xsky+
2 ⇤ xcyan+

xorange

Fig. 2 Using polynomials for representing multisets: a) multiset union corresponds to sum
over polynomials; b) the inner product (kernel) between multisets corresponds to product over
polynomials; c) multiset compression via the @id meta-function over polynomials.

WL, propagation and neighborhood-subgraph-pairwise-distance kernel features
can all be cast into this representation. These graph kernels propagate messages
through the structure of the graphs, these messages can be represented as mul-
tisets of terms (elements of the Herbrand universe). Indeed we can represent a
multiset µ of terms as a polynomial:

Pµ(x) =
∑

t∈µ
]t · xt (8)

where ] counts the number of occurrences of the terms in the multiset µ.

4.1.1 Operations for feature extraction

Sum of polynomials The semiring sum ⊕ between polynomials is used in
kProbLogS[x] to sum features or equivalently compute a multiset union operation
(see Figure 2.a).

Inner product between polynomials The kProbLog @dot meta-function corresponds
to the inner product on multivariate polynomials over S[x]:

〈P(x),Q(x)〉 =
⊕

(p, e) ∈ P
(q, e) ∈ Q

p⊗ q. (9)

For each monomial (uniquely identified by the vector of exponents e) that appears
in both the polynomials P and Q, Equation 9 computes the product between
their coefficients p and q respectively. These products are then summed together
to obtain the value of the inner product. Natural choices for the semiring are
polynomials over integers Z[x] and real numbers R[x], these semirings also ensure
that the inner-product is positive semidefinite.
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Example 5 The following multivariate polynomials over integers:

P(x1, x2, x3) = 2x1 + 3x1x2 + x2x
2
3

Q(x1, x2, x3) = 4x1 + 3x1x3 + 3x2x
2
3

(10)

can be expressed as two sets of coefficient-exponent pairs P = {(2, [1, 0, 0]),
(3, [1, 1, 0]), (1, [0, 1, 2])} and Q = {(4, [1, 0, 0]), (3, [1, 0, 1]), (3, [0, 1, 2])} respec-
tively. The two polynomials have the vectors of exponents [1, 0, 0] and [0, 1, 2]
in common, each contributes to the inner product by 2× 4 = 8 and 1× 3 = 3 re-
spectively. The value of the inner product between P(x1, x2, x3) and Q(x1, x2, x3)
is the sum of such contributions 8 + 3 = 11.

In kProbLog, the meta-function @dot/2. computes the inner product between
two algebraic atoms P(x)::a and Q(x)::b. An example is shown in Figure 2.b
where the multisets of terms {{green, magenta}} and {{magenta, magenta}} are
represented by the following two polynomials:

P(xgreen, xmagenta) = xgreen + xmagenta

Q(xgreen, xmagenta) = 2xmagenta
(11)

Another useful meta-function in the context of kernel design is @rbf/3. It takes
as input an atom labeled by a non-negative real value γ and two atoms labeled
with the polynomials P and Q and it computes the radial basis function kernel
exp{−γ‖P −Q‖2}, where ‖P −Q‖2 = 〈P,P〉+ 〈Q,Q〉 − 2〈P,Q〉.

The compression meta-function The @id/1 meta-function @id: S[x] → S[x] is in-
jective. @id/1 transforms a polynomial P(x) to a new term t and returns the
polynomial @id[P(x)] = 1.0 · x(t). This function can be used to compress a mul-
tivariate polynomial to a new polynomial in a single variable. We use the @id

meta-function for polynomial compression as Shervashidze et al (2011) use the
function f to compress multisets of labels. We now show how these functions are
used to specify graph kernels.

4.2 The Weisfeiler-Lehman algorithm

The one-dimensional WL method is an iterative vertex classification algorithm for
the graph isomorphism problem. It begins by coloring vertices with their labels
and, at each round, it recolors vertices by a “compressed” version of the multiset
of colors at their neighbors. If, at any iteration, two graphs have different sets of
vertex colors they cannot be isomorphic. We will use polynomials to represent WL
colors, associating variables with colors and using integer coefficients to encode
the number of occurrences of a color in a multiset.

A colored graph G = (V,E, `), where V is a set of vertices, E ⊆ V × V is
the set of the edges, and ` : V 7→ Σ is a function that maps vertices to a color
alphabet Σ, can be declared in kProbLog as follows:
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:- declare(vertex/2, polynomial(int )).
:- declare(edge_asymm /3, boolean ).
:- declare(edge/3, polynomial(int)).

1 * x(pink ):: vertex(graph_a , 1).
1 * x(blue ):: vertex(graph_a , 2).
1 * x(blue ):: vertex(graph_a , 3).
1 * x(blue ):: vertex(graph_a , 4).
1 * x(blue ):: vertex(graph_a , 5).

edge_asymm(graph_a , 1, 2).
edge_asymm(graph_a , 1, 3).
edge_asymm(graph_a , 2, 4).
edge_asymm(graph_a , 3, 4).
edge_asymm(graph_a , 4, 5).

1.0:: edge(Graph , A, B):-
edge_asymm(Graph , A, B).

1.0:: edge(Graph , A, B):-
edge_asymm(Graph , B, A).

2

4 5

3

1

where the predicate edge_asymm/3 is implicitly cast to type integer and then to
type polynomial over integers when it appears in the definition of edge/3. The
WL color of vertex v at iteration h can be written as:

Lh(v) =

{
`(v) if h = 0

f(Lh−1(v), {{Lh−1(w)|w ∈ N (v)}}) if h > 0
(12)

where N (v) is the set of the vertex neighbors of v, {{Lh−1(w)|w ∈ N (v)}} is
the multiset of their colors at step h − 1, and f is a variadic injective function
that maps its arguments to a new color in Σ. Equation 12 can be expressed in
kProbLog as shown below, where f is implemented via the @id meta-function:

:- declare(wl_color/3,
polynomial(int)).

:- declare(wl_color_multiset /3,
polynomial(int)).

wl_color_multiset(H, Graph , V):-
edge(Graph , V, W),
wl_color(H, Graph , W).

wl_color(0, Graph , V) :-
vertex(Graph , V).

wl_color(H, Graph , V):-
1 <= H, H <= MAX_ITER ,
@id[wl_color(H-1, Graph , V),
wl_color_multiset(H-1, Graph , V)].

The WL algorithm has been specified as an acyclic program. Indeed, while
wl_color/3 and wl_color_multiset/3 are mutually recursive
wl_color/3 at step H depends on wl_color/3 and wl_color_multiset/3 at step
H-1, therefore is acyclic and we can apply Theorem 1 to verify that it converges.

4.3 Graph kernels

In this section we give the declarative specification of some recent graph kernels
such as the WL graph kernel [53], propagation kernels [44] and graph invariant
kernels [47]. These methods have been applied to different domains such as natural
language processing [47], computer vision [44] and bioinformatics [53, 44, 47].

4.4 Weisfeiler-Lehman graph kernel and Propagation kernels

The WL graph kernel is defined using a base kernel [53] that computes the inner-
product between the histograms of WL colors of two graphs Graph and GraphPrime.
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φ(h)(G) =
∑

v∈V (G)

P(h)
wl (v)

k
(h)
base(G,G

′) = 〈φ(h)(G), φ(h)(G′)〉

:- declare(phi/2, real).
phi(H, Graph):-

wl_color(H, Graph , V).

:- declare(base_kernel /3, real).
base_kernel(H, Graph , GraphPrime ):-

@dot[phi(H, Graph),
phi(H, GraphPrime )].

Where P(h)
wl (v) is the polynomial that represents the WL color of vertex v at

step h.
The WL graph kernel [53] with H iterations is the sum of base kernels computed

for consecutive WL labeling steps 1, . . . ,H on the graphs Graph and GraphPrime:

k
(H)
wl (G,G′) =

H∑

h=0

k
(h)
base(G,G

′)

:- declare(kernel_wl/3, real).
kernel_wl(0, Graph , GraphPrime ):-

base_kernel (0, Graph , GraphPrime ).

kernel_wl(H, Graph , GraphPrime ):-
H > 0, H1 is H - 1,
kernel_wl(H1, Graph , GraphPrime ).

kernel_wl(H, Graph , GraphPrime ):-
H > 0,
base_kernel(H, Graph , GraphPrime ).

The above equation can be rewritten using a recursive definition which is closer
to the kProbLog specification as follows

k
(H)
wl (G,G′) =

{
k
(0)
base(G,G

′) if H = 0

k
(H−1)
wl (G,G′) + k

(H)
base(G,G

′) if H > 0.
(13)

Propagation kernels [44] extend the WL graph kernel and can adopt different
label propagation schemas. Neumann et al (2012) implement propagation kernels
using locality sensitive hashing (lsh). The kProbLog specification is almost iden-
tical to the one of the WL except that the @id meta-function is to be replaced
with a meta-function that does lsh.

lsh discretizes vectors to integer identifiers so that vectors which are similar
have the same integer identifier with high probability.

4.4.1 Shortest path Weisfeiler-Lehman graph kernel

The shortest path WL [53] graph kernel is a specialization of the WL graph kernel
where the base kernel counts the number of common occurrences of triplets of
the form (a, b, d) between two graphs G and G′. The triplet (a, b, d) represents
the occurrence of two vertices v and w at distance d with colors a = L(v) and
b = L(w). To compactly encode the shortest path variant of the WL graph kernel
we begin by computing all-pairs shortest paths using the tropical semiring:

:- declare(distance/3, tropical ).
distance(Graph , V, W):-

edge(Graph , V, W).

distance(Graph , V, W):-
distance(Graph , V, U), edge(Graph , U, W).
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We then introduce predicate triplet_id(Graph, H,V, W) of type polynomial

(real) that associates each pair of vertices V and W of graph Graph with their
Hth-iteration WL color, together with their shortest path distance, d, obtained by
calling the @id/1 meta-function on the distance predicate. Finally, triplet (a, b, d) is
represented as the monomial xaxbxd via auxiliary predicate triplet(Graph, H, V, W)

and compressed to a color by using again the @id meta-function:

:- declare(triplet/4, polynomial(real )).
:- declare(triplet_id /4, polynomial(real )).

triplet(Graph , H, V, W):-
wl_color(H, Graph , V),
wl_color(H, Graph , W),
@id[distance(Graph , V, U)].

triplet_id(Graph , H, V, W):-
@id[triplet_id(Graph , H, V, U)].

This specification fully employs the expressive power of kProbLog using meta-
functions and two distinct semirings that encode distances and vertex colors (the
base kernel for this variant of the WL graph kernel is obtained by replacing
predicate wl_color/3 defined in Section 4.4 with predicate triplet_id/4 defined
above).

4.4.2 Graph invariant kernels

Graph Invariant Kernels (giks, pronounce “geeks”) are a recent framework for
graph kernels with continuous attributes [47]. giks compute a similarity measure
between graphs G and G′ matching them at vertex level according to the formula:

k(G,G′) =
∑

v∈V (G)

∑

v′∈V (G′)

w(v, v′)kattr(v, v′) (14)

where w(v, v′) is the structural weight matrix and kattr(v, v′) is a kernel on the
continuous attributes of the graphs. The kProbLog specification is parametrized
by the logical variable R, which is needed for the definition of the structural weight
matrix w(v, v′).

:- declare(gik_radius /3, real).
gik_radius(R, Graph , GraphPrime ):-

w_matrix(R, Graph , V, GraphPrime , VPrime),
k_attr(Graph , V, GraphPrime , VPrime ).

where gik_radius/3, w_matrix/5 and k_attr/4 are algebraic predicates on the
real numbers semiring, which is represented with floats for implementation pur-
poses. Assuming that we want to use the rbf with γ = 0.5 kernel on the vertex
attributes we can write:

:- declare(rbf_gamma_const /0, real).
:- declare(k_attr/4, real).
0.5:: rbf_gamma_const.
k_attr(Graph , V, GraphPrime , VPrime):-

@rbf[rbf_gamma_const , attr(Graph , V), attr(GraphPrime , VPrime )].

where attr/2 is an algebraic predicate that associates to the vertex V of a Graph a
polynomial label. To associate to vertex v_1 of graph_a the 4-dimensional feature
[1, 0, 0.5, 1.3] we would write:
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:- declare(attr/2, polynomial(real )).
1.0 * x(1) + 0.5 * x(3) + 1.3 * x(4):: attr(graph_a , v_1).

while the meta-function @rbf/3 takes as input an atom rbf_gamma_const labeled
with the γ constant and the atoms relative to the vertex attributes.

The structural weight matrix w(v, v′) is defined as:

w(v, v′) =
∑

g∈R−1(G)

∑

g′∈R−1(G′)

kinv(v, v′)
δm(g, g′)

|Vg||Vg′ |
1{v ∈ Vg ∧ v′ ∈ Vg′}. (15)

The weight w(v, v′) measures the structural similarity between vertices and is
defined combining an R-decomposition relation, a function δm(g, g′) and a ker-
nel on vertex invariants kinv [47]. In our case the R-decomposition generates R-
neighborhood subgraphs (as those used in the experiments of Orsini et al (2015)).

There are multiple ways to instantiate giks, we choose the version called lwlv,
which can achieve very good accuracies most of the time as shown by Orsini et al
(2015). lwlv uses R-neighborhood subgraphs R-decomposition relation, computes
the kernel on vertex invariants kinv(v, v′) at the pattern level (local gik) and uses
δm(g, g′) to match subgraphs that have the same number of nodes.

A R-neighborhood subgraph of a graph G from a vertex v is the subgraph
induced by all the vertices in G whose shortest-path distance from v is less than
or equal to R.

In kProbLog we would write:

:- declare(w_matrix/5, real).
w_matrix(R, Graph , V, GraphPrime , VPrime):-

vertex_in_ball(Graph , R, BallRoot , V),
vertex_in_ball(GraphPrime , R, BallRootPrime , VPrime),
delta_match(R, Graph , BallRoot , GraphPrime , BallRootPrime),
@inv[ball_size(R, Graph , BallRoot)],
@inv[ball_size(R, GraphPrime , BallRootPrime )],
k_inv(Graph , BallRoot , V, GraphPrime , BallRootPrime , VPrime ).

where:
a) vertex_in_ball(R, Graph, BallRoot, V) is a Boolean predicate which is true
if V is a vertex of Graph inside a R-neighborhood subgraph rooted in BallRoot.
vertex_in_ball/4 encodes both the term 1{v ∈ Vg ∧ v′ ∈ Vg′} and the pattern
generation of the decomposition relation g ∈ R−1(G).

:- declare(vertex_in_ball /4, bool).
vertex_in_ball (0, Graph , Root , Root):-

vertex(Graph , Root).

vertex_in_ball(R, Graph , Root , V):-
R > 0, R1 is R - 1,
vertex_in_ball(R1 , Graph , Root , V).

vertex_in_ball(R, Graph , Root , V):-
R > 0, R1 is R - 1,
edge(Graph , Root , W),
vertex_in_ball(R1 , Graph , W, V).

b) delta_match(R, Graph, BallRoot, GraphPrime, BallRootPrime)

matches subgraphs with the same number of vertices

:- declare(delta_match /5, real).
:- declare(v_id/3, polynomial(real )).
:- declare(ball_size/3, int).

delta_match(R, Graph , BallRoot , GraphPrime , BallRootPrime ):-
@eq[v_id(R, Graph , BallRoot), v_id(R, GraphPrime , BallRootPrime )].

v_id(R, Graph , BallRoot):- @id[ball_size(R, Graph , BallRoot )].

ball_size(R, Graph , BallRoot):- vertex_in_ball(R, Graph , BallRoot , V).
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c) @inv[ball_size(Radius, Graph, BallRoot)] corresponds to the normaliza-
tion term 1/|Vg|. @inv is the meta-function that computes the multiplicative inverse
and ball_size(Radius, Graph, BallRoot) is a the float predicate that counts
the number of vertices in a Radius-neighborhood rooted in BallRoot.
d) k_inv(R, Graph, BallRoot, V, GraphPrime, BallRootPrime,VPrime)

computes kinv using H_WL iterations of the WL algorithm to obtain vertex features
phi_wl(R, H_WL, Graph, BallRoot, V) from the R-neighborhood subgraphs.

:- declare(k_inv/7, real).
:- declare(phi_wl/5, polynomial(real )).
wl_iterations (3). % constant

k_inv(R, Graph , BallRoot , V, GraphPrime , BallRootPrime , VPrime):-
wl_iterations(H_WL),
@dot[phi_wl(R, H_WL , Graph , BallRoot , V),

phi_wl(R, H_WL , GraphPrime , BallRootPrime , VPrime )].

phi_wl(R, 0, Graph , BallRoot , V):-
wl_color(R, Graph , BallRoot , 0, V).

phi_wl(R, H, Graph , BallRoot , V):-
H > 0, wl_color(R, Graph , BallRoot , H, V).

phi_wl(R, H, Graph , BallRoot , V):-
H > 0, H1 is H-1,
phi_wl(R, H1, Graph , BallRoot , V).

where wl_color/5 is defined as wl_color/3, but has two additional arguments
R and BallRoot that are needed to restrict the graph connectivity to the R-
neighborhood subgraph rooted in vertex BallRoot.

4.4.3 Random walk graph kernels

Vishwanathan et al (2010) propose generalized random walk kernels. The similarity
between a pair of graphs is computed by performing random walks on both graphs
and then counting the number of matching walks.

Counting the number of matching random walks between two graphs Ga =
(Va, Ea) and Gb = (Vb, Eb) is equivalent to counting the number of walks in
G× = (V×, E×), where G× is the direct product between the graphs Ga and
Gb [55].

The direct product graph G× is defined in terms of G and G′ as follows:

V× = {(va, vb)|va ∈ Va ∧ vb ∈ Vb}
E× = {((va, ua), (vb, ub))|(va, ua) ∈ Ea ∧ (vb, ub) ∈ Eb}

(16)

To encode the product graph in kProbLog, we start from an edge connectivity
predicate edge_asymm/3 such that edge(Graph, V, U) is true whenever there is
an edge between vertices V and U in graph Graph. In a similar way we define the
vertex predicate vertex/2.

:- declare(vertex/2, bool).
:- declare(edge_asymm /3, bool).
:- declare(edge/3, real).

Predicate edge/3 when its first argument is graph_a (graph_b) represents the
adjacency matrix Wa ∈ R|Va|×|Va| (Wb ∈ R|Vb|×|Vb|) of graph Ga (Gb).

We shall now consider the same example graphs used by Vishwanathan et al
(2010) starting from two graphs Ga and Gb encoded with the kProbLog symbols
graph_a and graph_b.
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2

1 3
graph_a

vertex(graph_a , 1).
vertex(graph_a , 2).
vertex(graph_a , 3).

edge_asymm(graph_a , 1, 2).
edge_asymm(graph_a , 1, 3).
edge_asymm(graph_a , 2, 3).

4

1

3

2

graph_b

vertex(graph_b , 1).
vertex(graph_b , 2).
vertex(graph_b , 3).
vertex(graph_b , 4).

edge_asymm(graph_b , 1, 2).
edge_asymm(graph_b , 2, 3).
edge_asymm(graph_b , 3, 4).
edge_asymm(graph_b , 1, 4).

we then define edge/3 as the symmetric closure of edge_asymm/3.

:- declare(edge/3, real).
edge(Graph , V, W):- edge_asymm(Graph , V, W).
edge(Graph , V, W):- edge_asymm(Graph , W, V).

The kernel definition also includes starting pa ∈ R|Va| (pb ∈ R|Vb|) and stop-
ping qa ∈ R|Vb| (qb ∈ R|Vb|) probabilities associated to the vertices of the graph
Ga (Gb), that we shall assume to be uniform.

:- declare(prob_start /2, real).
:- declare(prob_stop/2, real).
:- declare(graph_size /1, real).

graph_size(G):- vertex(G, V).

prob_start(G, V):- % uniform initial probability
vertex(G, V), @inv[graph_size(G)].

prob_stop(G, V):- % uniform stopping probability
vertex(G, V), @inv[graph_size(G)].

The product graph G× can be specified following Equation 16. When the first
argument of predicate edge/3 is kron(graph_a, graph_b) it represents the adja-
cency matrix W× = Wa ×Wb ∈ R|Va||Vb|×|Va||Vb| of G×.

According to Vishwanathan et al (2010) also the initial (stopping) probabilities
p× (q×) of the vertices V× can be obtained as the Kronecker product between the
initial (stopping) probabilities of Ga and Gb, i.e. p× = pa × pb (q× = qa × qb).

edge(kron(Ga , Gb), i(Va , Vb), i(Ua , Ub)):-

edge(Ga , Va , Ua), edge(Gb, Vb , Ub).

vertex(kron(Ga , Gb), i(Va , Vb)):-

vertex(Ga , Va), vertex(Gb , Vb).
11 21 31
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kron(graph_a, graph_b)

prob_start(kron(Ga, Gb), i(Va, Vb)):-

prob_start(Ga, Va), prob_start(Gb, Vb).

prob_stop(kron(Ga, Gb), i(Va, Vb)):-

prob_stop(Ga, Va), prob_stop(Gb , Vb).

The above definition of Kronecker product differs from the Kronecker product
given in Section 3.1, only in the parametrization of the connectivity with graph
identifiers.

The generalized random walk kernel [55] is expressed as:

k(G,G′) =
∞∑

k=0

µ(k)q>×W
k
×p× (17)
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where W k
× is the kth power of W×. The element related to the i(Va, Vb)th-row

and i(Ua, Ub)th-column of W k
× represents the similarity between simultaneous

length k random walks [55]. While µ(k) is a factor that weighs the contribution,
that the paths of length k give to the similarity.

Different definitions of the parameter µ(k) lead to different instances of random
walk graph kernels. We specify in kProbLog the geometric variant. The geometric
random walk graph kernel between two graphs G and G′ is obtained by setting
µ(k) = λk.

k(G,G′) = q>×
∑

k=0

λkW k
×p× = q>×(I − λW×)−1p×. (18)

Vishwanathan et al (2010) propose different methods to compute such kernel
value. For our kProbLog specification we choose fixed-point iterations in which
Equation 18 is rewritten as:

k(G,G′) = q>×x (19)

(I − λW×)x = p×. (20)

where x is an unknown and can be solved using the iterative update rule [55]:

xt+1 = p× + λW×xt. (21)

until the fixed point is reached. We shall assume that λ = 0.5 and specify the
iterative update of Equation 21 as:

:- declare(lambda/0, real).
:- declare(x_sol/2, real , destructive ).
:- declare(geometric_rw_kernel /2, real).
0.5:: lambda.
x_sol(kron(Ga, Gb), i(Va, Vb)):-

vertex(Ga, Va), vertex(Gb, Vb), randn(0, 0.001).

lambda_w_product_x(GraphKron , I):-
lambda , edge(GraphKron , I, J), x_sol(GraphKron , J).

x_sol(GraphKron , I):-
@addition[lambda_w_product_x(GraphKron , I),
p_product(GraphKron , I)].

The geometric random walk graph kernel is then specified according to Equation 21
as:

geometric_rw_kernel(Ga , Gb):-
q_product(kron(Ga, Gb), I),
x_sol(kron(Ga, Gb), I).

5 kProbLogε: dual numbers for algorithmic differentiation

The need for accurately computed derivatives is ubiquitous and algorithmic dif-
ferentiation (AD) [30] has emerged as a very useful tool in many areas of Science.
In particular, AD has occupied a special role in machine learning [3] since the in-
troduction of the Backpropagation algorithm for training neural networks. Recent
advances in deep learning have led to a proliferation of many frameworks for AD
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such as Torch [6], Theano [2] and TensorFlow [1]. While it is beyond the scope
of this paper to develop an alternative to these frameworks for deep learning, we
show in this Section how to use the semiring of dual numbers and the gradient
semiring (a generalization of dual numbers) [16, 34] in kProbLog for AD.

A dual number x+ εx′ consists of a primal part x and a dual part x′ where ε
is the nilpotent element (i.e. ε2 = 0). In the case of variables x′ = 1 while in the
case of constants x′ = 0.

Example 6 Let f(x) and g(x) be two real valued functions over reals with deriva-
tives f ′(x) and g′(x) respectively. We have the following rules for the derivative of
combined functions:

1. sum rule d
dx (f(x) + g(x)) = f ′(x) + g′(x),

2. product rule d
dx (f(x)g(x)) = f(x)g′(x) + f ′(x)g(x).

We use dual numbers and represent f and g together with their derivatives as
y = f(x) + εf ′(x) and z = g(x) + εg′(x).

According to the algebra of dual numbers we have that:

1. sum y + z = f(x) + g(x) + ε(f ′(x) + g′(x)),
2. product yz = f(x)g(x) + ε(f(x)g′(x) + f ′(x)g(x)).

We observe that the dual part of y+z and yz are the combined-function derivatives
that we obtained with the sum rule and the product rule respectively.

Dual numbers are generalized to gradients by introducing multiple nilpotent
elements ε1, . . . , εn such that εiεj = 0, ∀i, j. The gradient number x+ ε1x

′
1 + . . .+

εnx
′
n combines the primal part x with n partial derivatives x′1, . . . , x

′
n.

In kProbLog we denote the nilpotent element ε with the compound term
eps(index_term), where the argument index_term is some term that is used to
index distinct partial derivatives. The meta-function @grad/2 takes as inputs a
dual number y and a nilpotent element εx and outputs the partial derivative ∂y

∂x .

Example 7 Differentiation of a quadratic form. Let us assume that we have a
quadratic form f(x) = x>Ax where A = [ 2 1

6 3 ] and we want to compute its gradient
∇f in x0 = [ 21 ].

:- declare ([x0/1, a/2], float).
:- declare(grad_f/1, float).
:- declare(dim/1, term).
:- declare ([x/1, f/0], grad).

2::a(0, 0). 1::a(0, 1).
6::a(1, 0). 3::a(1, 1).

2::x0(0). 1::x0(1).

x(I):- x0(I).
eps(I)::x(I):- range(I, 0, 2).

f :-
a(I, J), x(I), x(J).

eps(Dim)::dim(Dim):-
range(Dim , 0, 2).

grad_f(I):-
range(I, 0, 2),
@grad[f, dim(I)].

query(grad_f(_)).

Where we defined x(I) as x0(I)+ε.
The output of this program is:

20.0:: grad_f (1).
15.0:: grad_f (0).
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The gradient semiring adds to kProbLog support for AD and can naturally be
employed for gradient descent learning.

A very natural task to express in kProbLog is matrix factorization [45, 37, 33].

Example 8 Koren et al (2009) propose a basic factorization model. Users and items
are mapped to a joint f -dimensional factor space. The interaction between an item
and a user is modeled as the inner-product between their representations in the
factor space.

Each user u is associated with a vector qu ∈ Rf while each item i is associated
with a vector pi and rui is the rating given by user u to item i. The goal is to
approximate the rating rui with a score derived by the inner-product between qu
and pi. Koren et al (2009) use the mean squared error between the predicted score
and the rating rui and regularize the factor representations of users and items (qu
and pi) with the `2-norm.

In kProbLog we can represent qu, pi and rui declaring the predicates:

:- declare ([q/2 p/2], grad).
:- declare(r/2, real).

The rating predicate r/2 is initialized according to the available data, while
the initial weight of q/2 and p/2 will be a dual number whose primal number is
initialized with small random values (to break symmetries) and whose dual part
εf is identified by a nilpotent element indexed by the factor index i.e.:

p(Item , Factor):- randn(0, 0.001).
eps(Item , Factor )::p(Item , Factor ).

q(User , Factor):- randn(0, 0.001).
eps(User , Factor )::p(User , Factor ).

The cost predicate cost/0 is defined in terms of q/2 and p/2 and then is differen-
tiable.

:- define(lambda/0, real).
:- define ([score/2, cost_mse/2, cost_reg_user /0, cost_reg_item /0, cost/0], grad).

1:: lambda. % COST HYPERPARAMETER
score(User ,Item):-

q(User , Factor), p(Item , Factor ).

cost_mse(User , Item):- % MEAN SQUARED ERROR
@square[@subtract[r(User , Item), score(User , Item )]].

cost_reg_user:- % L2 - REGULARISER
@square[q(User , Factor )].

cost_reg_item:- % L2 - REGULARISER
@square[p(Item , Factor )].

cost:- cost_mse(User , Item).
cost:- lambda , cost_reg_user.
cost:- lambda , cost_reg_item.

In the above program we specified the cost cost/0 function to minimize as a
sum of the mean squared error cost_mse(User, Item) and an `2-norm regularizer
cost_reg(User, Item) weighted by a hyper-parameter lambda that we set to 1.
by default. We can express cost/0 using mathematical formulae as follows:

cost =
∑

ui

(rui − scoreui)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
cost_mse(User, Item)

+ λ

(∑

u,f

q2uf

︸ ︷︷ ︸
cost_reg_user

+
∑

i,f

p2if

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
cost_reg_item

. (22)
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The optimization of such a cost function can be performed with gradient descent.

6 kProbLogD[S]: ProbLog and aProbLog as special cases

We now clarify the relationship between kProbLog and Problog, and we show that
the ProbLog implementation using SDDs of [56] can be emulated by kProbLog.
ProbLog is a probabilistic programming language that defines a probability dis-
tribution over possible worlds (Herbrand interpretations). A ProbLog program
consists of a set of definite clauses ci and a set of facts labeled with probabilities
pi. While a Prolog query can either succeed or fail, ProbLog computes the success
probability of a query. The success probability of a query is the sum of the proba-
bilities of all the possible worlds I in which the query q is true, it thus corresponds
to the probability that it is true in a randomly chosen possible world.

Fig. 3 Example of a ProbLog program (on the left) with the enumeration of the possible
worlds and their probabilities (on the right).

0.5::p(a).
0.6::p(b).
p(c) :- p(a), p(b).
p(d) :- p(a).
p(d) :- p(b).

query(p(_)).

Worlds in which p(c) is true.
{p(a), p(b)} 0.6× 0.5 = 0.3

p(c) = 0.3

Worlds in which p(d) is true.
{p(a)} 0.5× (1− 0.6) = 0.2
{p(b)} (1− 0.5)× 0.6 = 0.3

{p(a), p(b)} 0.6× 0.5 = 0.3
p(d) = 0.8

Example 9 In Figure 3 (on the left) we show a ProbLog program in which there
are two facts p(a) and p(b) with probability labels 0.5 and 0.6 respectively. p(c)
and p(d) are defined as the conjunction p(a) ∧ p(b) and the disjunction of p(a) ∨
p(b) respectively. On the right we show two tables which compute the probabilities
of p(c) and p(d). For p(c) we have one possible world while for p(d) there are
three possible worlds. For both p(c) and p(d) we enumerate the worlds in which
they are true and compute their weighted model count.

To compute the probabilities of queries, ProbLog compiles the logical part of the
program into a Boolean circuit and then evaluates this circuit on the probabilities
pi. The circuit is evaluated by replacing disjunctions and conjunctions with sums
and products respectively. The compilation process is necessary to cope with the
disjoint-sum problem [12, 34]. For instance, to compute P (p(d)) we cannot sim-
ply sum up P (p(a)) and P (p(b)) (two possible explanations/proofs for p(d)) as
this would lead to a value that is larger than one, but rather we need to compute
P (p(a)) + P (p(b) ∧ ¬p(a)). The disjoint-sum problem can be solved by repre-
senting the Boolean circuit either as a decision diagram. In practice this can be
an ordered binary decision diagram (OBDD) [4] or as an SDD [8]. While the first
version of ProbLog [12] was using OBDDs a more recent work [56] used SDDs.

The key property that makes OBDDs suitable to handle the disjoint-sums
problem is determinism [9] which guaranties that conjunctions in OBDDs are
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mutually exclusive. SDDs are a strict superset of OBDDs which maintains their
key property such as determinism, canonicity and polytime composability [8].

Algebraic model counting (AMC) generalizes probabilistic model counting to a
semiring S. In kProbLog it is possible to employ a semiring D[S] to specify AMC
tasks on an arbitrary commutative semiring S. The semiring of valued decision
diagrams D[S] can be represented using an SDD whose variables are labeled with
elements from the commutative semiring S. Valued decision diagrams are similar
to PSDD [36], except that values are not necessarily probabilities and they do not
necessarily encode probability distributions.

Any ProbLog program can be directly translated into a kProbLogD[R] pro-
gram using the semiring of SDDs labeled with probabilities. This is a direct con-
sequence of the fact that the evaluation algorithm of kProbLog generalizes the
TP -compilation with SDDs of Vlasselaer et al (2015) to arbitrary semirings. If we
label kProbLog facts with SDDs we recover the compilation algorithm of Vlasselaer
et al (2015).

Example 10 We now compare the same program specified in ProbLog with the
probability semiring (i.e. ProbLog) and in kProbLogD[R] with SDDs labeled with
probabilities:

ProbLog kProbLogD[R]

0.5::p(a).
0.6::p(b).
p(c) :- p(a), p(b).
p(d) :- p(a).
p(d) :- p(b).

query(p(_)).

:- declare(p, sdd(real )).
sdd(0.5, p(a))::p(a).
sdd(0.6, p(b))::p(b).
p(c) :- p(a), p(b).
p(d) :- p(a).
p(d) :- p(b).

query(p(_)).

The semiring values sdd(0.5, p(a)) and sdd(0.6, p(b)) represent parametrized
SDD variables and are in one-to-one correspondence with kProbLog facts.

The notation sdd(Value,Atom)::Atom used for kProbLog is cumbersome and
can be replaced by the syntactic sugar Value::Atom. In this way the kProbLogD[R]

program becomes syntactically identical to the ProbLog one.

So far we have shown that kProbLogR can perform probabilistic model count-
ing. This behavior is not enforced by the language as in ProbLog, but is optional
(i.e. it is induced by the type declaration :- declare(p, sdd(real))).

While kProbLogD[R] is equivalent to ProbLog, it is also straightforward to
represent aProbLog on a semiring S as kProbLogD[S] using SDDs labeled with
semiring values.7

Algebraic model counting is useful for inference tasks and reasoning about pos-
sible worlds, but there are some tasks which are nontrivial to express in aProbLog.
Examples are linear algebra operations and explicit feature extraction as explained
in Section 4.1.

7 Probabilities have neutral sums (i.e. for each atom a we have that p(a) + p(¬a) = 1)
but this property is not verified for semirings in general. This issue is known as the neutral-
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7 Experimental evaluation

We now experimentally evaluate kProbLog and show how it can be used as a
declarative language for machine learning. The choices that a kProbLog program-
mer needs to make in order to satisfy a requirement are quite different from the
ones that an imperative programmer would do. While an imperative programmer
would have to use different data structures to meet the software requirements, a
kProbLog user can just specify the requirements with logical rules. For instance,
when moving from a directed to an undirected graph, imperative programmers
would have to change their data structure, while in kProbLog it suffices to simply
add an extra rule to capture the symmetry of undirected graphs.

kProbLog is well suited for prototyping. As we will show below with an exam-
ple of graph kernel (cf. E2), kProbLog makes it easy to compose existing programs
in order to construct new ones. Different graph kernels take into account different
structural aspects. For example, the WL subtree kernel can capture degree central-
ity while shortest path kernels do not. On the other hand, shortest path kernels are
a natural choice if one wants to capture patterns with distant nodes. Even though
the WL subtree patterns can capture distant nodes, the number of iterations re-
quired to do so could lead to diagonal dominant kernels. Since both these kernels
can easily be specified in kProbLog (as we will show), it is also straightforward to
create a hybrid graph kernel combining the strengths of both underlying kernels.

Another powerful construct of kProbLog are the meta-functions. In a machine
learning context, meta-functions can be exploited as a flexible and expressive in-
strument for describing rich families of kernels. In this sense, meta-functions can
be interpreted as a powerful generalization of common kernel hyperparameters,
lifting them from simple numbers to functions. We will show in E1 how meta-
functions can be exploited to explore multiple feature spaces against the same
logical specification and provide a rich class of feature spaces.

Our experiments address the following questions:
Q1 Can we use meta-functions to explore multiple feature spaces against the same
kProbLog specification and increase the classification accuracy?
Q2 Can kProbLog produce hybrid kernels that combine the strengths of existing
ones?
Q3 Are the results obtained with kProbLog in line with the state of the art?

7.1 Datasets

We empirically validate some kProbLog specifications on the following natural
language and chemical datasets:

QC [40] is a dataset about question classification and contains 5500 training and
500 test questions from the trec10 qa competition. Question classifiers are
often used to improve the performance of question answering systems. Indeed,
they can be used to provide constraints on the answer types and determine
answer selection strategies. qc labels questions according to a two-layer taxon-
omy of answer types. The taxonomy contains 6 coarse classes (abbreviation,

sums problem [34]. Kimmig et al (2011) explain how to overcome the neutral-sums problem
by modifying the evaluation of a Boolean circuit.
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entity, description, human, location and numeric value) and 50 fine
classes.

Example 11 The sentence “What films featured the character Popeye Doyle
?” is labeled in qc as entity since we expect films in the answer.

In order to be comparable with the existing literature, we adopted the coarse
grained labels as classification targets.

MUTAG [14] is a dataset of 188 mutagenic compounds labeled according to whether
or not they have a mutagenic effect on the Gramnegative bacterium Salmonella
typhimurium.

BURSI [32] is dataset of 4337 molecular compounds subdivided in two classes
(2401 mutagens and 1936 nonmutagens) determined with the Ames in vitro
assay.

7.2 Experiments

E1 This experiment was designed to provide an answer to Q1 and, in particular,
to illustrate the expressiveness of kProbLog’s meta-functions in an NLP context,
where a large number of options are typically available to describe the feature
space. It also aims to answer Q3 since question classification is a typical task where
good results using graph kernels have been reported in the literature [40, 58]. Each
sentence in the qc dataset is represented as a sequence of tokens. For this purpose,
we define a predicate token_labels/1. token_labels/1 is a unary relation that
associates to each token t an algebraic label which encodes word, lemma and part
of speech (pos) tag of token t.

We then use a dependency parser [10]8 to extract typed dependency relations
between tokens and encode them using the predicate dep_rel/2. dep_rel/2 en-
codes an edge in the graph of the dependency relations of a sentence, the type of
the dependency relation is encoded as algebraic label. The dependency relations
between the tokens of the sentence in Example 11 are encoded as:

x(det ):: dep_rel(1, 0).
x(nsubj ):: dep_rel(2, 1).
x(dobj ):: dep_rel(2, 6).
x(punct ):: dep_rel(2, 7).

x(det ):: dep_rel(6, 3).
x(compound ):: dep_rel(6, 4).
x(compound ):: dep_rel(6, 5).

We then define a predicate dep_rel_edge/2 that casts dependency edges
dep_rel(V, W) to the shortest path semiring and defines shortest paths on the
dependency graph with the predicate spath/2 (see the definition of the shortest
path semiring in Appendix Section B).

:- declare ([spath/2, dep_rel_edge /2], shortest_paths , additive ).
dep_rel_edge(V, W):- @cast_to_shortest_path[dep_rel(V, W)].
spath(V, W):- dep_rel_edge(V, W).
spath(V, W):- V != W, dep_rel_edge(V, U), spath(U, W).

We used the @cast_to_shortest_path/1 meta-function to cast dep_rel/2 to the
shortest path semiring predicate dep_rel_edge/2.

We extract unigram and shortest path features with the rules:

:- declare ([ feature_blocks /0], polynomial(polynomial(real ))).
feature_blocks:- @decorate_vertices[token_labels(V), config ].
feature_blocks:- @decorate_paths[spath(V, W), v2labels , config ].

8 We used the spaCy Python library to extract lemmas, pos tags and dependency relations.
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the meta-functions @decorate_vertices and @decorate_paths replace the token
indices in unigrams and paths with token labels (i.e. words, lemmas, pos tags
or no label) according to the information specified by the algebraic label of the
config atom. The config atom also specifies whether or not edge labels should be
placed in the decorated shortest paths. Since the algebraic label of the config

atom encodes a set of configurations, the output of @decorate_vertices and
@decorate_paths is a multiset of feature blocks represented by the semiring
polynomial(polynomial(real)) that associates a block of features to each possi-
ble configuration specified by the algebraic label of config.

Finally all the feature blocks are aggregated together into the algebraic label
of final_features which corresponds to the feature vector of the sentence.

:- declare ([ final_features /0], polynomial(real )).
final_features:- @aggregate_feature_blocks[feature_blocks ].

We used the above kProbLog specification to extract features for 127 different
configurations (i.e. value assignments of the algebraic label of atom config). We
considered two kinds of structural features: unigrams and shortest paths. Tokens
can be labeled with words (w), lemmas (l), pos tags (p) or not labeled at all ( ).
There are 8 ways of generating features by combining blocks of unigrams labeled
with words, lemmas and pos tags. The possible unigram configurations correspond
to the power set of {w, p, l}. Similarly we have 16 possible ways of combining blocks
of shortest path features in which the token indices are replaced by an appropriate
token label of type {w, p, l, }, for the p and types we also include the edge label
information (we add the edge label between labels of consecutive tokens). From the
Cartesian product of unigram and shortest path configurations we obtain a total
of 128 from which we skip the one without feature blocks. We ran classification
experiments using a linear svm classifier with the C parameter set to 104. In
Table 1 we report the classification accuracy of the top 16 best configurations.

Table 1 List of the 16 configurations that achieve the highest classification accuracy on qc.

unigram shortest path test
features features accuracy
lw lp 91.6%
lpw lp 91.2%
lw lpw 91.0%
lw lw 90.6%
lw lp 90.6%
lpw lpw 90.6%
lw lpw 90.4%
lpw lpw 90.4%

unigram shortest path test
features features accuracy
lpw pw 90.4%
lpw lp 90.4%
pw l 90.2%
lw pw 90.2%
lpw pw 90.2%
lw pw 90.0%
lpw lw 90.0%
w pw 89.8%

We measured the runtime of the feature extraction and we found that none
of the 127 runs on qc exceeds 32 seconds. The measurement of the runtime was
performed on a 16 cores machine (Intel Xeon CPU E5-2665@2.40GHz and 96gb
of ram).
E2 In this experiment we mainly aim to answer Q2 and, in particular, to test
the ability of kProbLog to hybridize two well known graph kernels in a context
(molecule classification) where they are known to perform well. In order to capture
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the complementary advantages of the WL subtree and shortest path kernels, men-
tioned at the beginning of this section, we shall specify a hybrid kernel. We extract
histograms of shortest paths and decorate them with WL labels. This is where we
hybridize the two kernels. The reader should not confuse this kernel with the WL
shortest path kernel [53] (explained in Section 4.4.1) which takes as features pairs
of WL labels together with their shortest path distance.

We encode each molecule in the mutag dataset with the vertex/1 and
the edge_asymm/2 predicates which represent atoms labeled with atom symbols
and chemical bonds labeled with their type respectively. Differently the graph of
the dependency relations of a sentence, molecules are naturally represented as
undirected graphs so we define the predicate edge/2 as the symmetric closure of
edge_asymm/2.

:- declare ([edge/2], polynomial(real )).
edge(V, W):- edge_asymm(V, W).
edge(V, W):- edge_asymm(W, V).

We use the @cast_to_shortest_path/1 meta-function to cast edge/2 to the short-
est path semiring and generate shortest paths.

:- declare ([spath/2, edge_sp /2], shortest_paths , additive ).
edge_sp(V, W):- @cast_to_shortest_path[edge(V, W)].
spath(V, W):- edge_sp(V, W).
spath(V, W):- V != W, dep_rel_edge(V, U), spath(U, W).

We generate the WL labels of the vertices in the graph.

:- declare ([wl/2, wl_multiset /2], polynomial(real )).
wl(0, V):- @id[vertex(V)].
wl_multiset(H, V):- edge(V, W), wl(H, W).
wl(H, V):- 0 < H, H <= MAX_ITER , @id[wl(H-1, V), wl_multiset(H-1, V))].

We create a predicate v2wl/1 whose atoms v2wl(H) associate to the Hth iteration
of the WL algorithm a dictionary that maps vertices V of the graph to their WL
feature at step H.

:- declare ([v2wl/1], polynomial(polynomial(real ))).
v2wl(H):- wl(H, V), @poly_var[V].

where the meta-function @poly_var/1 creates a polynomial variable xV indexed
by the term V.

We decorate vertices and shortest paths in a molecule with WL labels.

:- declare ([ feature_blocks /0], polynomial(polynomial(real ))).
feature_blocks:- @decorate_vertices[wl(H, V)].
feature_blocks:- @decorate_paths[spath(V, W), v2wl(H)].

And this is the step in which the hybridization happens.
Finally we aggregate the resulting feature blocks using a normalize sum nor-

malize schema.

:- declare ([ normalized_features /0], polynomial(real )).
normalized_features:- @block_normalize_sum_normalize(feature_blocks)

For bursi we use the same kProbLog specification of mutag, but we impose
K_SP_MAX= 2 as maximum path length. So, we updated the shortest path predicate
spath/2 to spath/3 as follows:

:- declare ([spath/3, edge_sp /2], shortest_paths ).
edge_sp(V, W):-

@cast_to_shortest_path[edge(V, W)].
spath(1, V, W):-
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edge_sp(V, W).
spath(K, V, W):-

V != W, 2 <= K, K <= K_SP_MAX , edge_sp(V, U), spath(K-1, U, W).

Consequently the feature_blocks/0 predicate is updated to:

:- declare ([ feature_blocks /0], polynomial(polynomial(real ))).
feature_blocks:- @decorate_vertices[wl(H, V)].
feature_blocks:- @decorate_paths[spath(K, V, W), v2wl(H)].

For both mutag and bursi we set maximum number of WL iterations to
MAX_ITER= 1 and ran our kProbLog specification. We made classification experi-
ments using 10 fold cross-validation and measured the classification accuracy and
area under the roc curve for mutag and bursi respectively. We repeated 10 times
the 10 fold cross-validations and we obtained an average accuracy of 91.1% with
a standard deviation of 0.9% for mutag and an average area under the roc curve
of 0.902 with a standard deviation of 0.001 for bursi. For both datasets we used a
linear svm classifier with the C parameter set 1. We measured the runtime on the
same hardware used in E1. The runtime for mutag was 32 seconds while bursi
was 5 minutes and 7 seconds.

All the experiments can be reproduced by running the code provided with the
kProbLog implementation (see Section 3.3).

7.3 Discussion

We now answer the experimental questions:

A1 In E1 we explored a parametrized feature space for qc, using different combi-
nations of words, lemmas, pos tags we could list the 16 best parameterizations in
Table 1. Since the best results are in line with the results reported by [40] and [58],
we conclude that meta-functions are a valid language construct to parametrize the
feature space. The 91.6% of accuracy obtained on qc with the experiments in E1
is in line with the results reported by [40] and [58].

A2 Shervashidze et al [53] experimented on mutag with 8 different graph kernels
and achieved the highest accuracy (87.3±0.6) with shortest path kernels, while the
accuracy obtained with the WL subtree kernel is 82.1± 0.4 (see Table 1 [53]). As
anticipated in the beginning of this section, the WL subtree kernel and the shortest
path kernel capture different topological aspects. In experiment E2, thanks to the
declarative nature of kProbLog, we made a hybrid and labeled shortest paths with
WL colors. We experimented with this kernel on mutag and obtained an accuracy
of 91.1±0.9%, which is significantly higher than the ones individually achieved by
the shortest path and WL subtree kernels. In E2, we also experimented on bursi
with the same hybrid kernel and obtained 0.902 ± 0.001 of area under the roc,
this result is line with those reported in Table 1 of [7].

A3 The 91.6% of accuracy obtained in E1 on qc are in line with the ones reported
by [40] and [58]. The 91.1 ± 0.9% of accuracy obtained with our hybrid kernel in
E2 on mutag is significantly higher than the ones obtained with 8 different graph
kernels in [53]. Also the 0.902 ± 0.001 area under the roc curve obtained in E1
on bursi is in line with the results reported by Costa and De Grave ( 2010). For
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these reasons, we conclude that kProbLog can be used to specify kernels that work
well on real-world application domains. The runtimes measured are reasonable and
show that kProbLog is usable in practice. Feature extraction on qc and mutag
took less than a minute while on bursi took less than 6 minutes.

In principle we could reimplement any kProbLog program in a declarative
language such as Prolog or an imperative language such as Python, but we would
loose flexibility and elegance in both cases. Prolog easily expresses relational data,
but in order to handle mathematical labels the user would be forced to code inside
the rules not only the relational aspect, but also the algebraic aspect. In this sense,
kProbLog is advantageous because it decouples the relational aspect from the
algebraic aspect and avoids to write boilerplate code. Imperative languages such
as Python, C++ and Java offer rich libraries for scientific computing and machine
learning, but do not have builtin support for logical variables and unification.
In particular each meta-function in a kProbLog program can be put into one-
to-one correspondence with functions (e.g. a Python function). However, these
imperative languages do not have the equivalent of meta-clauses which are first-
order constructs and support logical variables.

8 Related work

In the introduction, we claimed that kProbLog can express models for tensor-
based operations, for kernels, and for probabilistic programs; we also mentioned
approaches such as Dyna and aProbLog. We now discuss related work along these
lines.

First, kProbLog is able to combine logic with tensors and can express tasks such
as matrix factorization. As such kProbLog is related to Tensor Relational Algebra
[33], which combines tensors with relational algebra and which was successfully
employed for tensor decomposition. However, tensor relational algebra does not
support recursion and is therefore less expressive than kProbLog.

Secondly, and perhaps most importantly, kProbLog can be used to declara-
tively specify a wide range of relational and graph kernels and feature extraction
problems using polynomial semirings. As such it is related to the kLog system [22],
which has focused on the specification of relational learning problems and provides
a framework to map them into graph-based learning problems via a procedure
called graphicalization. In conjunction with a graph kernel, kLog can construct
feature vectors associated with tuples of objects in relational domains. However,
kLog does not provide support for programming the kernel itself, it uses a built-in
kernel (the NSPDK [7]) or defers the kernel specification to external plugins. kLog
and kProbLog are therefore complementary languages. Furthermore, by adopt-
ing kProbLog in kLog one would obtain a statistical relational learning system
in which the kernel could be declaratively specified as well. Also Gärtner et al
contributed kernels within a typed higher-order logic in which individuals (the ex-
amples) are represented as terms and the kernel definitions, specified in a lambda
calculus, exploit the syntactic structure of these example representations. While
this also yields a declarative language for specifying kernels on structured objects,
it does neither involve the use of semirings nor was it applied to other modeling
tasks such as those involving probabilistic reasoning.
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Finally, kProbLog is an algebraic logic programming system building upon
aProbLog [34] and Dyna [19, 18]. The relationships to these languages are quite
subtle and more technical. Nevertheless, distinguishing features of kProbLog are
that it supports A) multiple semirings, B) meta-functions, C) additive and de-
structive updates, D) algebraic model counting, and E) its semantics are rooted
in logic programming theory (using an adaptation of the TP -operator [56]).

On the other hand, aProbLog [34] is a generalization of the probabilistic pro-
gramming language ProbLog [12] to semirings. ProbLog and other statistical re-
lational learning formalisms are based on a possible world semantics on weighted
model counting. The key contribution of aProbLog is that it generalizes weighted
model counting to algebraic model counting [35] based on commutative semir-
ings instead of the probabilistic semiring. kProbLog extends aProblog in that it
supports multiple semirings (A), meta-functions (B) and destructive as well as
additive updates (C). Furthermore, kProbLog (in particular the kProbLogD[S])
replicates aProbLog by performing AMC on a semiring S using the semiring of
SDDs whose variables are labeled with values which belong to the semiring S. Fur-
thermore, aProbLog was conceived for algebraic reasoning about possible worlds,
while kProbLog main design goal was the specification of tensor algebra and fea-
ture extraction problems.

A second closely related language is Dyna [19, 18], a language that was initially
conceived as a semiring weighted extension of Datalog for dynamic programming.
Dyna has been developed for quite a while and is a fairly complex language sup-
porting many different extensions of the basic algebraic Datalog. While kProbLog
builds upon Dyna’s ideas, Dyna does not support meta-functions (B), destruc-
tive updates (C), and algebraic model counting (D). Concerning (D), Dyna has
not dealt with the disjoint-sum problem occurring in probabilistic and algebraic
logics such as ProbLog and aProbLog. Furthermore, the semantics of Dyna have
been specified in a more informal way in [17] using the definition of a valuation
function and although [17, 18] relate Dyna’s semantics to a TP -operator; Dyna’s
TP -operator is not formally defined in these papers (E).

9 Conclusions

We proposed kProbLog, a simple algebraic extension of Prolog that can be used for
declarative machine learning, most importantly, for kernel programming. Indeed,
using polynomials and meta-functions allows to elegantly specify many recent ker-
nels (e.g. the WL graph kernel, propagation kernels and giks) in kProbLog.

We further introduced in the language the semiring of dual numbers so that
kProbLog can also express gradient descent learning, while the semiring of dual
numbers allowed us to specify matrix factorization. We showed how the semiring
of decision diagrams allows to capture aProbLog (and so ProbLog and, hence,
probabilistic programming) as a fragment of kProbLog.

All these features make kProbLog a language in which the user can combine rich
logical and relational representations with algebraic ones to declaratively specify
models for machine learning. Our experimental evaluations showed that kProbLog
can be applied to real world datasets, obtaining good statistical performance and
runtimes.
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A Appendix: proof of Theorems 1 and 2

Proof (of Theorem 1) In line 4 of Algorithm 1 the ground program Ground(P ) is subdi-
vided into n strata, where n is finite and never exceeds the total number of ground atoms in
Ground(P ). Strata are visited in sequence (lines 5-26), for each stratum the for loop (lines 14-
26) applies the algebraic TP -operator exactly once for each ground acyclic rule, then the loop
at lines 14-26 produces no side effects Algorithm 1 and terminates. The loop on cyclic rules
(lines 14-26) does not produce side effects on w, because the loops at lines 16, 18 and 21 are
never executed since CYCLIC is empty for acyclic programs.

Proof (of Theorem 2) The proof of Theorem 2 is identical to the one of Theorem 1 except
that CYCLIC is not empty for some strata. We just need to prove that when a stratum
Pi is a cyclic kProbLogSi program on an ω-continuous semirings Si the loop at lines 14-26
terminates. Since when there are no meta-functions, lines 15-25 implement an update of the
atom weights w according to Eq 2 which corresponds to a step of the Kleene iteration in a
system of polynomial equations. Because Si is ω-continuous the termination of the loop at
lines 14-26 is guaranteed by Proposition 1.

B Shortest path semiring

The shortest path semiring is a variant of the tropical semiring that keeps track of the set of
shortest paths corresponding to a given shortest path distance.

The elements a ∈ S of the shortest path semiring (S,⊕,⊗, 0s, 1s), are sets of strings over
the vocabulary V of the vertex identifiers. All the strings in a must have the same length
len(a)

Let a, b ∈ S sum and product are defined as follows:

a⊕ b =

 a if len(a) < len(b)
b if len(a) > len(b)

a ∪ b if len(a) = len(b)
(23)

a⊗ b = {concat(sa, sb)|sa ∈ a ∧ sb ∈ b} (24)

where concat is the string concatenation operator.
Additive and multiplicative identity are the empty set ∅ and the singleton set {ε} containing

the empty string ε respectively.


